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ABSTRACT
A fuel cell system (10) comprises a fuel cell (14) and an
evaporative cooling system (16), which is in thermal contact
with the fuel cell (14), in order that heat generated by the fuel
cell (14) during operation of the fuel cell (14) is absorbed
through evaporation of a cooling medium and is removed
from the fuel cell (14). The fuel cell system (10) further
comprises a device (22) for sensing the pressure in the evaporative cooling system (16). A control unit (24) is adapted to
control the operating temperature of the fuel cell (14) in
dependence on signals that are supplied to the control unit
(24) from the device (22) for sensing the pressure in the
evaporative cooling system (16), in such a way that the cooling medium of the evaporative cooling system (16) is transferred from the liquid to the gaseous state of matter by the heat
generated by the fuel cell (14) during operation of the fuel cell
(14).
11 Claims, 3 Drawing Sheets
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EVAPORATIVELY COOLED FUEL CELL
SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR OPERATING
AN EVAPORATIVELY COOLED FUEL CELL
SYSTEM

electrical energy also generates a large quantity of thermal
energy, and therefore has a high cooling requirement.
In principle, a fuel cell used on board an aircraft can be
cooled in various ways. For example, liquid cooling is pos5 sible, wherein a liquid is used as a cooling medium, in order
to absorb the heat of reaction generated by the fuel cell. The
cooling capacity of a liquid cooling system is calculated
roughly according to equation (3)

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS
The present application is a continuation of and claims the
benefit to U.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/739,514, filed
Apr. 23, 2010, now abandoned, which is a national stage entry
of PCT/EP2008/009735, filed Nov. 18, 2008, which claims
priority to German Patent Application No. 102007060428.0,
filed Dec. 14, 2007, and Provisional Application No. 61/013,
670, filed Dec. 14, 2007, the contents of which are herein
incorporated by reference in their entirety.
The present invention relates to an evaporatively cooled
fuel cell system and to a method for operating an evaporatively cooled fuel cell system.
Fuel cell systems enable electrical power to be generated
with low emissions and high efficiency. For this reason,
efforts are being made at present to apply fuel cell systems in
various mobile applications, such as, for example, in automobile engineering, in shipping or in aviation, for the purpose of
generating electrical energy. For example, in an aircraft, it is
conceivable for the generators currently used for the on-board
electrical power supply, which are driven by the main engines
or the auxiliary turbine, to be replaced by a fuel cell system.
Moreover, a fuel cell system could also be used for the emergency electrical power supply of the aircraft, and replace the
ram air turbine (RAT) used hitherto.
Fuel cells usually comprise a cathode region, and an anode
region, which is separated from the cathode region by an
electrolyte. When the fuel cell is in operation, a fuel, for
example hydrogen, is supplied to the anode side of the fuel
cell, and an oxygen-containing oxidant, for example air, is
supplied to the cathode side of the fuel cell. In a polymer
electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cell, the hydrogen molecules react, at an anode catalyst present in the anode region,
for example according to equation (1)
H2- 2.H'+2.e
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(4)

35 wherein Qi is the heat absorption capacity of the cooling air,

mi is the mass flow rate of the cooling air, cci is the thermal
capacity of the cooling air, and AT, is the temperature differ-

40

(1)

and, by forming positively charged hydrogen ions, thereby
deliver electrons to the electrode.
45
The H ions formed in the anode region then diffuse
through the electrolyte to the cathode, where, at a cathode
catalyst present in the cathode region, they react with the
oxygen supplied to the cathode and with the electrons routed
to the cathode via an external electrical circuit, according to 5o
equation (2)
0.5*Oz+2.H*+2.e _H20

QF rFCPFATF

wherein Qr, is the heat absorption capacity of the cooling
liquid, mP is the mass flow rate, cp f,is the thermal capacity of
the cooling liquid, and AT, is the temperature difference
between the cooling-liquid outlet temperature and the cooling-liquid inlet temperature.
As is directly evident from equation (3), effective liquid
cooling, in which the cooling liquid is routed in a circuit,
requires that cooling liquid heated through absorption of heat
from the fuel cell be cooled down again by ATF, before it can
again effectively absorb waste heat from the fuel cell. For the
purpose of cooling down the cooling liquid by ATF, the cooling liquid can be supplied, for example, to a heat exchanger,
in which the thermal energy stored in the cooling liquid is
transferred to a further cooling medium, for example ambient
air. As an alternative to liquid cooling of the fuel cell with
subsequent ambient-air recooling of the cooling liquid, direct
ambient-air cooling of the fuel cell is also conceivable.
Irrespective of whether an ambient-air cooling system is
used for direct ambient-air cooling of a fuel cell or serves only
to recool the cooling liquid of a liquid cooling system, the
cooling capacity of the ambient-air cooling system is calculated roughly according to equation (4)

(2)

to form water.
In addition to generating electrical energy, a fuel cell, when 55
in operation, generates thermal energy, which must be
removed from the fuel cell with the aid of a cooling system, in
order to prevent overheating of the fuel cell. In the case of
mobile applications, in which usually only a portion of the
thermal energy generated by the fuel cell during operation can 6o
be supplied to in-system or external heat sinks for further use,
frequently at least a portion of the heat of reaction generated
by the fuel cells must be emitted to the environment. A fuel
cell used in an aircraft, for example for the on-board electrical
power supply, must be so designed that it is capable of ful- 65
filling a large requirement for electrical energy. However, a
fuel cell that has a high capacity in respect of generating

ence between the cooling-air outlet temperature and the
ambient-air temperature.
Equation (4) makes clear that, the smaller the temperature
difference AT, between the cooling-air outlet temperature
and the ambient-air temperature, the lesser is the cooling
capacity of ambient-air cooling. In the case of the cooling of
a low-temperature PEM fuel cell, whose operating temperature is usually between approximately 60 and 110°C., with an
output optimum between approximately 60 and 90° C., there
therefore exists the problem that the temperature difference
AT, between the cooling-air outlet temperature, corresponding maximally to the operating temperature of the fuel cell,
and the ambient-air temperature is relatively small, and the
cooling capacity of the cooling system is therefore correspondingly small. Consequently, large heat transfer surfaces
are required for adequately removing heat from a PEM fuel
cell to the environment. Liquid and/or air cooling systems for
PEM fuel cells are therefore necessarily of large volume and
of relatively great weight, which is very disadvantageous for
use in mobile applications, and particularly in aviation. Moreover, cold air required for cooling a PEM fuel cell used on
board an aircraft has to be sucked in from the aircraft environment and, following the absorption of the heat of reaction
generated by the fuel cell, removed back into the aircraft
environment. However, both the suction intake of the air and
its removal into the aircraft environment causes increased air
resistance, which is disadvantageous for efficient flight
operation of the aircraft.
In contrast to the cooling systems described above, the
cooling capacity of which depends substantially on the dif-
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ference between the temperature of the cooling medium and
the ambient-air temperature, the cooling capacity of an
evaporative cooling system according to equation (5)

producing electrical energy, produces thermal energy, which
must be removed from the fuel cell in order to prevent the fuel
cell from overheating.
The fuel cell system according to the invention therefore
further comprises an evaporative cooling system, which is in
(5)
Qv mvCPLLJV
thermal contact with the fuel cell, in order that heat generated
is determined by the evaporation enthalpy Ahv of a cooling
by the fuel cell during operation of the fuel cell is absorbed
medium used in the evaporative cooling system, Qv being the
through evaporation of a cooling medium and is removed
heat absorption capacity of the cooling medium to be transfrom the fuel cell. As explained above, an evaporative cooling
ferred from the liquid to the gaseous state of matter, and my 10 system is distinguished by a high heat absorption capacity,
being the mass flow rate of the cooling medium to be transand consequently an excellent cooling capacity, owing to the
ferred from the liquid to the gaseous state of matter.
high evaporation enthalpy required for bringing the cooling
Following evaporation, a cooling medium routed in a cirmedium from the liquid to the gaseous state of matter. The
cuit in an evaporative cooling system does have to be transevaporative cooling system of the fuel cell system according
ferred back to its liquid state of matter through condensation. 15 to the invention can therefore be operated with a significantly
lesser cooling-medium mass flow rate, compared with an air
It is not necessary, however, for the cooling medium to be
or liquid cooling system having a similar heat absorption
cooled to a temperature that is below the operating temperacapacity, and, moreover, is of a compact design and lower
ture of a fuel cell cooled by the evaporative cooling system.
weight. Further, the evaporative cooling system has low
Moreover, compared with the liquid-cooling and air-cooling
systems described above, an evaporative cooling system has 20 energy losses, does not cause any additional air resistance
when the fuel cell system according to the invention is used on
the advantage that the change of state of conventional cooling
board an aircraft and also during operational load peaks is
media such as, for example, water, requires very much more
capable of reliably and autonomously supplying the fuel cell
energy than the cooling medium is capable to absorb in the
with cooling capacity. Finally, a high system dynamic can be
liquid state. An evaporative cooling system can therefore be 25
realized in the evaporative cooling system of the fuel cell
operated with a significantly lesser cooling-medium mass
system according to the invention, since the expansion of the
flow rate than an air cooling system having a comparable
cooling medium upon evaporation enables the cooling
cooling capacity.
medium to be rapidly removed from the region of the evapoAn evaporative cooling system for cooling a fuel cell is
rative cooling system that is in thermal contact with the fuel
known, for example, from DE 199 35 719 Al. In the cooling 30 cell.
system described in DE 1993571 9A1, a cooling medium, for
The evaporative cooling system of the fuel cell system
example water, is routed through cooling pipes, which are
according to the invention can be realized as a system
arranged in an anode gas-supply chamber and an anode
designed separate from the fuel cell. Preferably, however, the
exhaust-gas chamber of a fuel-cell stack. The cooling
evaporative cooling system is at least partially integrated into
medium evaporates as it flows through the cooling pipes, and 35 components of the fuel cell, and comprises, for example,
thereby absorbs up to 90% of the quantity of heat emitted
cooling channels formed in bipolar plates, separator plates,
from the fuel cell through thermal radiation.
cover plates and/or lateral delimiting plates of the fuel cell or
The present invention is directed to the object of providing
fuel-cell stack. Alternatively or in addition thereto, cooling
an evaporatively cooled fuel cell system that is suitable, in
channels of the evaporative so cooling system can also extend
particular, for use in an aircraft. Further, the invention is 40 in an anode gas supply chamber, a cathode gas supply chamdirected to the object of providing a method for operating
ber, an anode exhaust-gas chamber and/or a cathode exhaustsuch an evaporatively cooled fuel cell system.
gas chamber of the fuel cell. A cooling medium flows through
This object is achieved by a fuel cell system having the
the cooling channels of the evaporative cooling system,
features specified in claim 1, and by a method, having the
which cooling medium is transferred from the liquid to the
features specified in claim 11, for operating a fuel cell system. 45 gaseous state of matter through absorption of the heat generA fuel cell system according to the invention comprises a
ated by the fuel cell during operation. Water, for example, can
fuel cell, preferably a fuel cell of the MW output class, the
be used as a cooling medium, which is evaporated by nucleate
term "fuel cell" here denoting not only a single cell, but also
boiling as it flows through the cooling channels of the evapoa fuel-cell stack comprising a multiplicity of fuel cells. The
rative cooling system.
fuel cell is preferably a PEM fuel cell, the anode region of 50
The fuel cell system according to the invention further
which is connected to a hydrogen source, and the cathode side
comprises a device for sensing the pressure in the evaporative
of which is supplied with an oxygen-containing oxidation
cooling system, i.e. in the parts of the evaporative cooling
means, preferably air. The fuel to be supplied to the anode
system in which the cooling medium is transferred from the
region of the fuel cell, preferably hydrogen, can be stored in
liquid to the gaseous state of matter. If the evaporative cooling
a fuel tank integrated into the fuel cell system according to the 55 system, i.e. the parts of the evaporative cooling system in
invention. Alternatively or in addition thereto, the fuel cell
which the cooling medium is transferred from the liquid to the
system according to the invention can comprise a fuel genergaseous state of matter, is/are connected to the environment
ating installation for generating the fuel to be supplied to the
of the evaporative cooling system, the pressure sensing device
anode region of the fuel cell. The cathode side of the fuel cell
can be adapted and so arranged that it senses the ambient
can be connected to a pressure side of a compressor. The 60 pressure in the environment of the evaporative cooling system
compressor can be a compressor having a combined air and
and or the fuel cell. A pressure sensor, for example, can be
vapour inlet.
used as the pressure sensing device. The pressure sensing
The fuel cell can be a low-temperature PEM fuel cell or a
device supplies signals, which are characteristic of the preshigh-temperature PEM fuel cell, a PEM fuel cell containing a
sure in the evaporative cooling system, to a control unit,
composite electrolyte having inorganic material, a polyben- 65 which is realized, for example, as an electronic control unit.
zimidazole PEM fuel cell or a polyperfluorsulfonic acid PEM
The control unit of the fuel cell system according to the
fuel cell. When in operation, the fuel cell, in addition to
invention is adapted to control the operating temperature of
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the fuel cell in dependence on the signals that are supplied to
between approximately 60 and 90° C., for the majority of the
the control unit from the device for sensing the pressure in the
operating period of the fuel cell. This requires only that the
evaporative cooling system, in such a way that the cooling
evaporative cooling system, i.e. the parts of the evaporative
medium of the evaporative cooling system is transferred from
cooling system in which the cooling medium is evaporated,
the liquid to the gaseous state of matter by the heat generated 5 be arranged in the non-pressurized region of the aircraft and
by the fuel cell during operation of the fuel cell. In other
be connected to the ambient atmosphere, such that the lower
words, the control unit is adapted so to control the operating
ambient pressure in the environment of the aircraft is present
temperature of the fuel cell in dependence on the pressure in
in these parts of the evaporative cooling system.
the evaporative cooling system, i.e. in the parts of the evapoFor example, the control unit can keep the operating temrative cooling system in which the cooling medium is evapo- io perature of the fuel cell of a fuel cell system according to the
rated, such that it is always ensured that the heat generated by
invention used on board an aircraft at a constant temperature,
the fuel cell during operation of the fuel cell is sufficient to
insofar as possible in the optimum operating temperature
transfer the cooling medium of the evaporative cooling sysrange of the fuel cell, for as long as the aircraft is at a constant
tem from the liquid to the gaseous state of matter. As a result,
cruising altitude. On the other hand, when the aircraft is in
proper functioning of the evaporative cooling system is 15 ascent, the control unit can lower the operating temperature of
always ensured. In the fuel cell system according to the inventhe fuel cell in dependence on the decreasing ambient prestion, the temperature of the cooling medium after absorption
sure, whereas, when the aircraft is in descent, it can increase
of the heat generated by the fuel cell is just under the operatthe operating temperature of the fuel cell in dependence on
ing temperature of the fuel cell, such that a high heat transfer,
the increasing ambient pressure.
and thus a particularly good cooling capacity of the evapora- 20
If water is used as a cooling medium in the evaporative
tive cooling system, is realized. Moreover, the substantially
cooling system of the fuel cell system according to the invenisothermal change of state of matter of the cooling medium
tion, the control unit can keep the operating temperature of
renders possible stable operation of the evaporative cooling
the fuel cell at, for example, approximately 60° C., when the
system.
aircraft is at a constant cruising altitude of approximately
The evaporation temperature of usual cooling media such 25 12192 m (40000 feet). When the aircraft is in ascent, from a
as, for example, water, decreases as pressure decreases. For
starting location at approximately sea-level, until the cruising
example, the evaporation temperature of water is 100° C. at a
altitude is attained, the control unit can reduce the operating
pressure corresponding to the atmospheric pressure at seatemperature of the fuel cell continuously during the ascent,
level (1.0132 bar). By contrast, at a pressure of 0.1992 bar, as
from approximately 100° C. to approximately 60° C., for
exists at an altitude of 12192 m (40000 feet), i.e. the cruising 30 example in dependence on the decreasing ambient pressure.
altitude of a commercial aircraft, the evaporation temperature
On the other hand, when the aircraft is in descent, from the
of the water is only 60° C. Consequently, if the evaporative
cruising altitude to a landing location at approximately seacooling system of a fuel cell system according to the invention
level, the control unit can increase the operating temperature
is operated with water as the cooling medium, in the case of a
of the fuel cell continuously from approximately 60° C. to
pressure in the evaporative cooling system corresponding to 35 approximately 100° C., in dependence on the increasing
the atmospheric pressure at sea-level, the operating temperaambient pressure.
ture of the fuel cell must be selected to be so high that the heat
In a preferred embodiment of the fuel cell system accordgenerated by the fuel cell during operation is sufficient to heat
ing to the invention, the control unit is adapted to control the
the cooling medium of the evaporative cooling system to over
operating temperature of the fuel cell in dependence on the
100° C. and thereby to provide for proper functioning of the 40 signals that are supplied to the control unit from the device for
evaporative cooling system. If, on the other hand, the pressure
sensing the pressure in the evaporative cooling system, in
in the evaporative cooling system is only 0.1992 bar, the fuel
such a way that the evaporation of the cooling medium of the
cell can be operated with a lesser operating temperature, since
evaporative cooling system by the heat generated by the fuel
the heat generated by the fuel cell during operation only has to
cell during operation of the fuel cell is effected in the wetbe sufficient to heat the cooling medium to 60° C.
45 steam region of the cooling medium. "Wet steam" here is
A low-temperature PEM fuel cell attains its output optiunderstood to be a system in which boiling liquid and satumum when it is operated at an operating temperature of
rated steam are in equilibrium.
between approximately 60 and 90° C. If, in the fuel cell
If the evaporation of the cooling medium used in the evaposystem according to the invention, it is determined, with the
rative cooling system of the fuel cell system according to the
aid of the pressure sensing device, that there is a sufficiently 50 invention is effected in the wet-steam region of the cooling
low pressure in the evaporative cooling system, for example
medium, during the evaporation of the cooling medium, boildue to an ambient pressure which is lower than the atmoing cooling medium, in the liquid state of matter, is in equispheric pressure at sea-level, the control unit can lower the
librium with saturated steam of the cooling medium. This is
operating temperature of the fuel cell to such an extent that an
the case whenever the cooling medium, during evaporation, is
optimum output of the fuel cell is achieved, but the heat 55 heated to its pressure-dependent evaporation temperature.
generated by the fuel cell during operation is still sufficient to
The control device thus preferably controls the operating
transfer the cooling medium of the evaporative cooling systemperature of the fuel cell such that the cooling medium of
tem from the liquid to the gaseous state of matter and thereby
the evaporative cooling system is heated to a temperature
to ensure proper functioning of the evaporative cooling syscorresponding to the pressure-dependent evaporation temtem.
60 perature of the cooling medium. For example, the fuel cell can
When in flight, an aircraft is predominantly in an environbe operated at an operating temperature that is 0 to 50° C.,
ment in which the ambient pressure is below the atmospheric
preferably 1 to 3° C., above the pressure-dependent evaporapressure at sea-level. This fact can be used, in a particularly
tion temperature of the cooling medium of the evaporative
advantageous manner, in a fuel cell system according to the
cooling system.
invention used on board an aircraft, to keep the operating 65
The fuel cell system according to the invention preferably
temperature of the fuel cell below 100° C., but insofar as
further comprises a fuel-cell operating-pressure generating
possible in the optimum operating temperature range of
system, which is adapted to generate a desired pressure in the
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fuel cell, i.e. in the components of the fuel cell in which there
tem can calculate a set operating temperature of the fuel cell
are no integrated cooling channels of the evaporative cooling
on the basis of the signals of the pressure sensing device that
system. The fuel-cell operating-pressure generating system
are characteristic of the pressure in the evaporative cooling
of the fuel cell system according to the invention can be
system, and use it as a control variable for the determination
integrated, for example, into a media supply system of the 5 of an appropriate set operating pressure in the fuel cell.
fuel cell system, and comprise a compressor for supplying an
If water is used as an environmentally benign cooling
oxidant into the cathode region of the fuel cell and/or commedium in the evaporative cooling system of the fuel cell
prise a corresponding delivery device for supplying fuel into
system according to the invention, the fuel cell, realized, for
the anode region of the fuel cell. The fuel-cell operatingexample, as a PEM fuel cell, is preferably operated, in the
pressure generating system serves to bring the fuel-cell oper- io case of a pressure in the evaporative cooling system correating pressure to a desired level, or to keep it at a desired level,
sponding approximately to the atmospheric pressure at seairrespective of the ambient pressure in the environment of the
level, at an operating temperature of approximately 100 to
fuel cell and irrespective of the pressure in the evaporative
105° C. The control unit for controlling the fuel-cell operatcooling system.
ing-pressure generating system then preferably so controls
The fuel-cell operating-pressure generating system can be 15 the fuel-cell operating-pressure generating system that a presadapted to generate in the fuel cell a pressure that is lower or
sure above the atmospheric pressure at sea-level, for example
higher than the ambient pressure in the environment of the
of 2 bar, is generated in the fuel cell. At a pressure of 2 bar, the
fuel cell and/or than the pressure in the evaporative cooling
evaporation temperature of water is 120.23° C., such that
system. Further, the fuel cell system according to the invenevaporation of water present in the fuel cell, i.e., for example,
tion can comprise a control unit realized, for example, as an 20 in the anode region, in the cathode region, in the region of a
electronic control unit, for controlling the fuel-cell operatingmembrane separating the anode region from the cathode
pressure generating system. The control unit for controlling
region, in the anode gas lines or the cathode gas lines, is
the fuel-cell operating-pressure generating system can be a
reliably prevented at the operating temperature of the fuel
separate control unit. As an alternative thereto, however, the
cell.
control unit for controlling the fuel-cell operating-pressure 25
As explained above, large quantities of heat can be
generating system can also be integrated into the control unit
removed from the fuel cell through the evaporation process
for controlling the operating temperature of the fuel cell.
taking place in the evaporative cooling system of the fuel cell
As explained above, in the fuel cell system according to the
system according to the invention. The heat removed from the
invention the operating temperature of the fuel cell is always
fuel cell by the evaporative cooling system must then either be
controlled, in dependence on the pressure in the evaporative 30 emitted to the environment or supplied to a further use. A heat
cooling system, such that the cooling medium of the evapotransfer process can be described by equation (6)
rative cooling system is brought from the liquid to the gaseous
Q=k'A'0 mros
(6)
state by the heat generated by the fuel cell during operation of
the fuel cell. In the case of correspondingly high operating
wherein Q is the transferred heat, k is the heat transfer coeftemperatures, however, the problem can arise that substances 35 ficient, A is the heat transfer surface and Atmtog is the temand/or substance mixtures such as, for example, water, that
perature gradient. The heat transfer coefficient k is calculated
are usually present in liquid form in the fuel cell, i.e., for
according to equation (7)
example, in the anode region, the cathode region, in the region
111=1/aou,+s/?,+1/a, „
(7)
of a membrane separating the anode region from the cathode
region, in the anode gas lines or the cathode gas lines, evapo- 40 wherein s is the wall thickness, 1. is the thermal conductivity
rate.
coefficient and a is the heat transfer coefficient.
In order to prevent an unwanted evaporation of substances
The heat transfer coefficient a is regarded as the main
and/or substance mixtures usually present in liquid form in
variable influencing the heat output Q to be transferred in the
the fuel cell from during operation of the fuel cell, the control
course of a heat transfer process. A large heat transfer coefunit for controlling the fuel-cell operating-pressure generat- 45 ficient a is achieved in the case of a condensation process.
ing system can be adapted to control the fuel-cell operatingThe evaporative cooling system of the fuel cell system
pressure generating system such that there is generated in the
according to the invention therefore preferably comprises a
fuel cell a pressure at which unwanted evaporation of subcondenser, for condensing the cooling medium evaporated
stances and/or substance mixtures usually present in liquid
during operation of the fuel cell for the purpose of cooling the
form in the fuel cell is prevented.
50 fuel cell. In the case of such a design of the evaporative
The control unit for controlling the fuel-cell operatingcooling system, absorption of the heat of reaction of the fuel
pressure generating system can be adapted to control the
cell is effected through evaporation, whereas the emission of
fuel-cell operating pressure in dependence on the operating
the heat of reaction of the fuel cell is realized through a
temperature of the fuel cell. The operating temperature of the
condensation process. Since a condensation process, in a
fuel cell that is used by the control unit as a control variable 55 manner similar to an evaporation process, consumes very
for controlling the fuel-cell operating-pressure generating
much more energy than, for example, a cooling medium in
system can be a set operating temperature of the fuel cell
liquid form is able to absorb, an evaporative cooling system
provided by the control unit for controlling the operating
provided with a condenser operates particularly efficiently.
temperature of the fuel cell, or it can be an operating temperaA further advantage of an evaporative cooling system proture of the fuel cell that is measured, for example, by means of 60 vided with a condenser consists in that it can be operated as a
a temperature sensor. Alternatively or in addition thereto,
circuit system, in which cooling medium that is condensed in
however, the control unit for controlling the fuel-cell operatthe condenser is returned, in a liquid state of matter, back to
ing-pressure generating system can also be adapted to control
the fuel cell, where it can be evaporated again for the purpose
the fuel-cell operating pressure in dependence on signals
of cooling the fuel cell. Preferably, however, in an evaporative
supplied to it from the device for sensing the pressure in the 65 cooling system provided with a condenser, the fuel-cell coolevaporative cooling system. For example, the control unit for
ing function is decoupled from the cooling-medium recovery
controlling the fuel-cell operating-pressure generating sysfunction, such that adequate cooling of the fuel cell is ensured
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even in the event of failure of the condenser. In order to ensure
The device for utilizing the heat stored in the cooling
that the evaporative cooling system is adequately supplied
medium can be a heating device, preferably realized as steam
with cooling medium, the fuel cell system according to the
heating means, which utilizes for heating purposes the heat
invention can comprise an apparatus for supplying water
stored in the cooling medium. As an alternative thereto, howproduced during operation of the fuel cell into the evaporative 5 ever, the device for utilizing the heat stored in the cooling
cooling system.
medium can also be a water desalination installation, for
The heat removed from the fuel cell by means of the evapoobtaining drinking water from sea water. In a fuel cell system
rative cooling system can be emitted to the environment. This
according to the invention provided for use in an aircraft, the
is particularly appropriate when the resultant heat is at a
device for utilizing the heat stored in the cooling medium is
comparatively low temperature level of, for example, 60° C. io preferably a de-Icing installation of the aircraft.
A condenser that enables waste heat generated by the fuel
Finally, it is conceivable for the water used as a cooling
cell of the fuel cell system according to the invention to be
medium in the evaporative cooling system to be utilized in an
efficiently removed to the environment can be realized, for
installation for supplying water and/or water vapour into an
example, in the form of an outer-skin cooler. The outer-skin
exhaust-gas stream of an aircraft. It is thereby possible to
cooler can be constituted, for example, by a wall, of which the 15 reduce the pollutant emission of an aircraft engine.
inside, facing towards the fuel cell system, receives applied
A preferred embodiment of the fuel cell system according
vaporous cooling medium and operates as a vapour conto the invention preferably further comprises an apparatus for
denser. On the other hand, an outside of the wall constituting
removing the cooling medium to the environment. Preferably,
the outer-skin cooler, which outside faces towards the envisuch an apparatus for removing the cooling medium to the
ronment, operates as an ambient-air heating means. A con- 20 environment is adapted to remove to the environment the
denser realized as an outer-skin cooler is appropriate for use,
cooling medium in the gaseous state of matter, if the heat
in particular, in a fuel cell system according to the invention
stored in the cooling medium cannot be removed to the enviused on board an aircraft. The outer-skin cooler can then be
ronment, or otherwise utilized, to a sufficient extent. The
constituted, for example, by a portion of the aircraft is outer
apparatus for removing the cooling medium to the environskin, which receives, on its inside, applied cooling medium 25 ment can be realized, for example, in the form of an outlet
that is evaporated during operation of the fuel cell for the
valve, and ensures reliable operation of the fuel cell system
purpose of cooling the fuel cell.
according to the invention even if the removal of the heat
If a portion of the aircraft's outer skin is used as an outerstored in the cooling medium is rendered more difficult, for
skin cooler, large heat transfer surfaces can be created easily,
example as a result of high ambient temperature or conditions
and without additional components. This results in a consid- 30 of calm.
erable advantage in respect of weight. Moreover, an outerIn a method, according to the invention, for operating a fuel
skin cooler, constituted, for example, by a portion of the
cell system comprising a fuel cell and an evaporative cooling
aircraft's outer skin, is distinguished by a high cooling capacsystem, which is in thermal contact with the fuel cell, in order
ity, and enables further advantages to be achieved in respect of
that heat generated by the fuel cell during operation of the fuel
weight, owing to the absence of pipelines. Moreover, the 35 cell is absorbed through evaporation of a cooling medium and
removal of heat by means of an outer-skin cooler produces
is removed from the fuel cell, the pressure in the evaporative
little noise, and it does not require any large air-mass movecooling system is sensed by means of an appropriate pressure
ments, which, in the case of the fuel cell system according to
sensing device. The operating temperature of the fuel cell is
the invention being used in an aircraft, could result in
controlled by means of a control unit, in dependence on
unwanted, additional air resistance. Finally, disturbance of 40 signals that are supplied to the control unit from the pressure
the loft is avoided.
sensing device. Control of the operating temperature of the
As an alternative or in addition to the heat of reaction,
fuel cell is effected in such a manner that the cooling medium
produced by the fuel cell of the fuel cell system according to
of the evaporative cooling system is transferred from the
the invention during operation, being removed to the environliquid to the gaseous state of matter by the heat generated by
ment, the heat of reaction generated by the fuel cell can also 45 the fuel cell during operation of the fuel cell.
be recovered and utilized. For this purpose, the fuel cell
Preferably, the operating temperature of the fuel cell is
system according to the invention can comprise at least one
controlled, in dependence on the signals supplied to the condevice for utilizing heat stored in the cooling medium. The
trol unit from the pressure sensing device, in such a way that
utilization of the heat stored in the cooling medium can be
the evaporation of the cooling medium of the evaporative
effected directly or indirectly. For example, the cooling 50 cooling system by the heat generated by the fuel cell during
medium, in the gaseous state of matter, can be supplied
operation of the fuel cell is effected in the wet-steam region of
directly to the device for utilizing the heat stored in the coolthe cooling medium.
ing medium. However, cooling medium drawn from the
In a preferred embodiment of the method, according to the
evaporative cooling system in this process must be conveyed
invention, for operating a fuel cell system, a desired pressure
back into the evaporative cooling system in order to ensure 55 is generated in the fuel cell by means of a fuel-cell operatingproper cooling of the fuel cell.
pressure generating system. For example, a desired pressure
Alternatively or additionally, it is also conceivable for only
is generated, by means of the fuel-cell operating-pressure
the heat stored in the cooling medium to be transferred to the
generating system, in the anode region, in the cathode region,
device for utilization of this heat. For this purpose, the cooling
in the region of a membrane separating the anode region from
medium, in the gaseous state of matter, can be routed, for 60 the cathode region, in the anode gas lines and the cathode gas
example, through a heat exchanger, which is in thermal conlines of the fuel cell.
tact with the device for utilizing the heat stored in the cooling
The fuel-cell operating-pressure generating system, by
medium. Further, a condenser provided in the evaporative
means of a control unit for controlling the fuel-cell operatingcooling system can be so realized and/or arranged that the
pressure generating system, can be controlled such that there
heat released upon the condensation of the cooling medium in 65 is generated in the fuel cell a pressure at which unwanted
the condenser is transferred to the device for utilizing the heat
evaporation of substances and/or substances mixtures usually
stored in the cooling medium.
present in liquid form in the fuel cell is prevented.
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Preferably, the control unit for controlling the fuel-cell
operating-pressure generating system controls the pressure in
the fuel cell in dependence on the operating temperature of
the fuel cell and/or in dependence on the signals of the pressure sensing device for sensing the pressure in the evaporative 5
cooling system.
The cooling medium evaporated during operation of the
fuel cell for the purpose of cooling the fuel cell can be condensed in a condenser. Preferably, the cooling medium is
condensed by a condenser realized in the form of an outer- to
skin cooler.
Alternatively or in addition thereto, heat stored in the cooling medium can also be supplied to at least one device for the
utilization of this heat. For example, the heat stored in the
cooling medium can be supplied to a device for utilizing this 15
heat that is realized in the form of a steam heating means, a
water desalination installation or a de-icing installation of an
aircraft.
Further, water used as a cooling medium in the evaporative
cooling system can also be supplied, in the form of liquid or 20
vapour, into an exhaust-gas stream of an aircraft.
Preferably, the cooling medium is removed to the environment if required, i.e. when proper removal or utilization of the
heat stored in the cooling medium is not possible.
The fuel cell system according to the invention is particu- 25
larly suitable for use as a fuel-cell based energy supply unit in
an aircraft, particularly a plane. For example, the fuel cell
system can be used as an alternative to the auxiliary power
unit (APU) or the ram air turbine (RAT), or as an energy
supply system for a wing anti-ice system (WAIS). In order to 30
cover the electrical power requirement in an aircraft, there
may be a requirement for a fuel cell system capable of generating 1 MW of electrical power. The evaporative cooling
system of the fuel cell system according to the invention is
capable, despite its low weight and its compact design, of 35
providing sufficient cooling capacity for cooling a highpower fuel cell. Moreover, autonomous operation of the cooling system is possible, independently of other aircraft systems, such as, for example, an aircraft air-conditioning
installation. The fuel cell system according to the invention 40
can therefore be used on board an aircraft, for example as an
autonomous emergency electrical power supply unit.
In an aircraft equipped with the fuel cell system according
to the invention, the fuel cell system, or at least the parts of the
evaporative cooling system in which the cooling medium is 45
evaporated, is/are preferably arranged in a non-pressurized
region of the aircraft. Such regions in the aircraft are located,
for example, in the main structure/fuselage covering (belly
fairing) and in the fuselage aft section.
Three preferred exemplary embodiments of a fuel cell sys- 50
tem according to the invention are now explained more fully
with reference to the appended schematic figures, of which
FIG. 1 shows a schematic representation of a first embodiment of a fuel cell system,
FIG. 2 shows a schematic representation of a second 55
embodiment of a fuel cell system, and
FIG. 3 shows a schematic representation of a third embodiment of a fuel cell system.
FIG. 1 shows a fuel cell system 10, which is arranged in the
belly fairing 12, i.e. in a non-pressurized region of an aircraft. 60
The fuel cell system 10 comprises a fuel cell 14 realized in the
form of a fuel-cell stack. The fuel cell 14 is realized as a
low-temperature PEM fuel cell having an operating temperature range of between 60 and 110° C. The optimum operating
temperature range of the fuel cell 14 is between 60 and 90° C. 65
An evaporative cooling system 16 provided for cooling the
fuel cell 14 comprises cooling channels 17, which are realized

12
in bipolar plates of the fuel cell 14 that are not represented in
greater detail in FIG. 1. Water, serving as a cooling medium,
flows through the cooling channels 17 during operation of the
fuel cell 14. The water, in a liquid state of matter, is supplied
to the cooling channels 17 from a cooling-medium tank 20, by
means of a pump 18.
Further arranged in the interior of the belly fairing 12 is a
pressure sensor 22. The pressure sensor 22 measures the
pressure in the interior of the belly fairing 12, which pressure
corresponds to the pressure in the evaporative cooling system
16, i.e. the pressure in the cooling channels 17. As already
mentioned, the belly fairing 12 belongs to the non-pressurizedregions of the aircraft, such that the pressure p, present in
the interior of the belly fairing 12 and measured by the pressure sensor 22 corresponds substantially to the ambient pressure PA in the environment of the aircraft. When the aircraft is
in flight, and particularly when the aircraft is at its cruising
altitude, this pressure is significantly less than the atmospheric pressure at sea-level.
Signals emitted by the pressure sensor 22, which are characteristic of the ambient pressure in the interior of the belly
fairing 12, are suppliedto an electronic control unit 24. Onthe
basis of the signals of the pressure sensor 22, the electronic
control unit 24 controls the operating temperature of the fuel
cell 14 in such a manner that the water is transferred from the
liquid to the gaseous state of matter as it flows through the
cooling channels 17 realized in the bipolar plates of the fuel
cell 14. The evaporation of the water flowing through the
cooling channels 17 causes the heat of reaction generated by
the fuel cell 14 during operation to be absorbed by the water
serving as a cooling medium.
In particular, the electronic control unit 24 controls the
operating temperature of the fuel cell 14, in dependence on
the signals supplied to the control unit 24 from the pressure
sensor 22, in such a manner that the evaporation of the water
flowing through the cooling channels 17 of the evaporative
cooling system 16 by the heat of reaction generated by the
fuel cell 14 during operation is effected in the wet-steam
region. In order to achieve this, the control unit 24 always
controls the operating temperature of the fuel cell 14 such that
the operating temperature of the fuel cell 14 is about 0 to 5°C.
above the pressure-dependent evaporation temperature of the
cooling medium water.
The operating temperature of the fuel cell 14 is thus controlled by the control unit 24, in dependence on the flight
altitude of the aircraft and the resultant pressure in the belly
fairing 12, such that it always follows the pressure-dependent
evaporation curve of the cooling medium water. Table 1 gives
corresponding values for the boiling or evaporation temperature, and the boiling or evaporation pressure, of the cooling
medium water, in dependence on the flight altitude of the
aircraft.
TABLE 1
Boiling temperature and boiling pressure of the cooling medium water
in dependence on the flight altitude of the aircraft (northern
hemisphere, 45°N, July)

Boiling temperature,
[° C.]

Boiling pressure,
[bar]

Flight altitude,
[m]

59
60
70
80
90
100
120.23

0.1901
0.1992
0.3116
0.4736
0.7011
1.0132
2

12497 (41000 feet)
12192 (40000 feet)
9144 (30000 feet)
6096 (20000 feet)
3048 (10000 feet)
0
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It is evident from Table 1 that the fuel cell 14 can be
The condensed water running down on the inner faces of
the aircraft's outer skin is collected in a condensate collecting
operated at an operating temperature of approximately 60° C.
region 30. The condensate collecting region 30 is located in a
when the aircraft is at cruising altitude. When the aircraft is in
region of the aircraft's outer-skin portion that constitutes the
ascent and descent, the operating temperature of the fuel cell
14 is adapted continuously to the varying ambient pressure by 5 condenser 26, which is located close to the floor, such that
gravity can be utilized to collect the condensed water. From
the control unit 24. In other words, the operating temperature
the condensate collecting region 30, the condensed water is
of the fuel cell 14 is made to track the pressure-dependent
conveyed, by means of the pump 18, either into the coolingevaporation curve of the cooling medium water in such a way
medium tank 20 or returned directly into the cooling channels
that the evaporation of the cooling medium water in the coolio 17 realized in the bipolar plates of the fuel cell 14. A closed
ing channels 17 of the evaporative cooling system 16, both
cooling-medium circuit is thereby produced.
during ascent and descent of the aircraft, is effected in the
Clearly, the components arranged in the interior of the
wet-steam region. As a result, proper evaporation of the coolbelly fairing 12 must be protected against moisture. However,
ing medium flowing through the cooling channels 17 of the
since water vapour of a temperature of at least approximately
evaporative cooling system 16 is always ensured. At the same 15 60° C. is being supplied continuously to the interior of the
time, operation of the fuel cell 14 at unnecessarily high operbelly fairing 12, via the steam outlet line 28, during operation
ating temperatures is avoided.
of the fuel cell 14, there is no need for the components
Table 1 shows that the fuel cell 14 can be operated in the
arranged in the interior of the belly fairing 12 to be protected
optimum operating temperature range of from 60 to 90° C.
against ice and cold during flight. The belly fairing 12 can be
over a large portion of its operating time. Higher operating 20 realized as a compartment accommodating the fuel cell systemperatures of the fuel cell 14 are only necessary when the
tem 10. The water vapour produced by the evaporative coolaircraft is flying at an altitude of under 3048 m (10000 feet) or
ing system 16 can be used for ventilation and/or inerting of
is on the ground.
this compartment.
In order to prevent unwanted evaporation of water usually
In order to ensure reliable operation of the fuel cell system
present in liquid form in the fuel cell 14, i.e., for example, in 25 10 even if proper removal, via the condenser 26, of the fuelan anode region, a cathode region, in the region of a memcell heat of reaction stored in the cooling medium water is
brane separating the anode region from the cathode region, in
rendered more difficult because of high ambient temperatures
anode gas lines or cathode gas lines, the control unit 24
or in the case of conditions of calm, the fuel cell system 10
controls a fuel-cell operating-pressure generating system 25,
further comprises an apparatus, realized in the form of two
which is integrated into a media supply system of the fuel cell 30 steam outlet valves 32, 34, for removing the cooling medium
14, in such a manner that there is generated in the fuel cell 14
water to the environment. The steam outlet valves 32, 34 are
an operating pressure at which unwanted evaporation of the
actuated by means of the electronic control unit 24. For this
liquid water present in the fuel cell is prevented. The lowpurpose, the control unit 24 receives signals from the pressure
temperature PEM fuel cell 14 shown in FIG. 1 is operated at
sensor 22 and/or from a temperature sensor 36 for measuring
an operating pressure of 2 bar. At a pressure of 2 bar, the 35 the temperature in the interior of the belly fairing 12. If the
evaporation temperature of water is 120.23° C., such that
pressure sensor 22 and/or the temperature sensor 36 indievaporation of the liquid water present in the fuel cell 14 is
cates/indicate that the pressure and/or the temperature in the
reliably prevented in the entire operating temperature range
belly fairing 12 exceeds/exceed a predefined critical maxiof the fuel cell 14.
mum value/values, the steam outlet values 32, 34 are opened
The fuel cell system 10 shown in FIG. 1 further comprises 4o by the electronic control unit 24, such that water vapour
a condenser 26 realized in the form of an outer-skin cooler.
delivered into the interior of the belly fairing 12 via the steam
The condenser 26 serves to bring back to the liquid state of
outlet line 28, and thus also the thermal energy stored in the
matter the water evaporated during operation of the fuel cell
water vapour, can be removed from the interior of the belly
14 for the purpose of cooling the fuel cell 14. The condenser
fairing 12 into the environment.
26 is constituted, in the region of the belly fairing 12, by the 45
In order to ensure proper functioning of the evaporative
aircraft outer skin, which is composed of a titanium alloy, an
cooling system 16 even in the event of failure of the condenser
aluminium alloy, a fibre-plastic compound material or glass26 or following removal of cooling medium to the environfibre reinforced aluminium. The water that is evaporated as it
ment, provision must be made for a supply of cooling medium
flows through the cooling channels 17 of the evaporative
into the evaporative cooling system 16, i.e. into the coolant
cooling system 16 emerges from the cooling channels 50 tank 20 or the cooling channels 17, that is independent of the
through a steam outlet line 28, becomes distributed in the
condensing of the cooling medium evaporated as it flows
interior of the belly fairing 12 and travels to an inner face of
through the cooling channels 17. For this purpose, the fuel
the aircraft's outer skin, without the necessity to provide
cell system 10 has a process-water take-off apparatus 35,
pipelines. The water vapour condenses on the inner face of the
which serves to receive water produced by the fuel cell 14
aircraft's outer skin, and emits the thereby released conden- 55 during operation and supply it to the coolant tank 20 of the
sation heat to the environment, via the outer face of the
evaporative cooling system 16.
aircraft's outer skin.
Finally, the fuel cell system 10 has a storage system 37 for
If the fuel cell 14 generates, for example, 1 MW of electristoring electrical energy generated during operation of the
cal power, it is necessary for 0.5 liters of water per second to
fuel cell 14. The storage system 37 serves to intermediately
be evaporated during operation of the fuel cell 14 in order to 60 store excess energy generated by the fuel cell 14 and, if
provide for proper removal of the heat of reaction from the
required, deliver it to loads on board the aircraft that are
fuel cell 14. The water vapour travels, via the steam outlet line
supplied with electrical energy by the fuel cell system 10. The
28, through the interior of the belly fairing 12 to the inner face
storage system 37 can comprise, for example, a super-capaciof the aircraft's outer skin, where it condenses. Thus, during
tor or a plurality of super-capacitors.
operation of the fuel cell 14, approximately 0.5 liters per 65
In principle, the belly fairing 12 can also be realized as a
second of condensed water run down on the inner face of the
pressure vessel. In this case, the pressure p, in the interior of
aircraft's outer skin.
the belly fairing 12 can also be above the ambient pressure pA.
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Since the cooling-medium vapour is compressible, the intein the cooling channels 17. The interaction between the pump
rior of the belly fairing 12 can then also serve as a storage
18, the heat of reaction generated by the fuel cell 14 during
vessel for absorbing load fluctuations. Moreover, in the case
operation, the valve 40 and the steam outlet valves 32, 34 is
of specific variation of the pressure p, in the interior of the
controlled by the control unit 24 in dependence on meteorobelly fairing 12 through corresponding control of the pump 5 logically determined and operational influencing variables,
18, and of the heat input through the fuel cell 14, and of the
such as flight altitude, load demand of an on-board electrical
steam outlet valves 32, 34, it is possible to influence the
power system, the load state of the storage system 37, etc. In
intensity of the heat transfer on an inner face of the bellyother respects, the structure and the functioning of the fuel
fairing wall, since the heat transfer is pressure-dependent.
cell system 10 represented in FIG. 2 correspond to the strucHowever, design of the belly fairing 12 as a pressure vessel io ture and the functioning of the arrangement according to FIG.
necessitates a corresponding reinforcement of the belly-fair1.
ing wall, and therefore results in an unwanted increase in
The fuel cell system 10 illustrated in FIG. 3 differs from the
weight.
arrangement shown in FIG. 2 in that the fuel cell system 10
The fuel cell system 10 shown in FIG. 2 differs from the
comprises, not only a condenser 26 for removing the fuel-cell
fuel cell system according to FIG. 1 in that the fuel cell 14 is 15 heat of reaction to the environment, but also a device 42,
realized, not as a low-temperature PEM fuel cell, but as a
realized in the form of a de-icing installation, for utilizing the
high-temperature PEM fuel cell. The high-temperature PEM
heat stored in the cooling medium water. The de-icing instalfuel cell 14 according to FIG. 2 is normally operated at higher
lation comprises two steam lines 44, 46, which branch off
operating temperatures (up to 200° C.) than the low-temperafrom the steam outlet line 28, and through which water vapour
ture PEM fuel cell 14 shown in FIG. 1.
20 emerging from the cooling channels 17 of the evaporative
Moreover, a valve 40, which, in its closed position, delimits
cooling system 16 can be taken away and delivered into
a pressure zone comprising the cooling channels 17 of the
regions of the aircraft that are to be de-iced.
evaporative cooling system 16, is arranged in the steam outlet
The water vapour, as it flows through the steam lines 44, 46,
line 28 that is connected to the cooling channels 17 of the
releases to the regions of the aircraft to be de-iced the thermal
evaporative cooling system 16. This pressure zone can be so 25 energy stored in the vapour, and is then returned, either still in
designed that it can withstand an overpressure of several bars.
gaseous form or in liquid form, into the interior of the belly
By means of the pump 18, therefore, a pressure P2 that is
fairing 12. Pressure control valves 48, 50, 52, 54 are arranged
higher than the pressure p, in the belly fairing 12 can be
in the steam lines 44, 46 for the purpose of controlling a
produced in the pressure zone comprising the cooling chandesired pressure in the steam lines 44, 46. The pressure connels 17 of the evaporative cooling system 16. A pressure 30 trol valves 48, 50, 52, 54 are controlled in dependence on the
sensor, not shown in FIG. 2, can be provided to measure the
desired pressure P2 in the cooling channels 17 of the evapopressure in this pressure zone.
rative cooling system 16 and a desiredpressurep3 in the steam
In the fuel cell system shown in FIG. 2, at a pressure in the
lines 44, 46. However, the pressure p3 in the steam lines 44, 46
cooling channels 17 of the evaporative cooling system 16 that
cannot exceed the pressure P2 in the cooling channels 17 of
corresponds to a low ambient pressure PA, there can occur 35 the evaporative cooling system 16. A variation of the pressure
superheating and consequently overheating of material and
in the steam lines 44, 46 enables the heat transfer in the steam
damage to material in the cooling channels 17 of the evapolines 44, 46 to be controlled. The interaction between the
rative cooling system 16, owing to the large difference
pump 18, the heat of reaction generated by the fuel cell 14
between the relatively low evaporation temperature of the
during operation, the valve 40, the pressure control valves 48,
cooling medium at low pressure and the relatively high oper- 40 50, 52, 54 and the steam outlet valves 32, 34 is controlled by
ating temperature of the high-temperature PEM fuel cell 14.
the control unit 24 in dependence on meteorologically deterIn order to prevent this, the pressure in the cooling channels
mined and operational influencing variables, such as flight
17 of the evaporative cooling system 16 is specifically
altitude, load demand of an on-board electrical power system,
increased, by means of the pump 18, in order so to raise the
the load state of the storage system 37, etc. and, if necessary,
evaporation temperature of the cooling medium that an opti- 45 with specification of a priority de-icing of the main structure.
mum boiling behaviour of the cooling medium is effected at
Moreover, the fuel cell system 10 illustrated in FIG. 3
the operating temperature of the high-temperature PEM fuel
comprises two supply installations 56 for supplying water
cell 14.
vapour into an exhaust-gas stream of two aircraft engines 58.
The control unit 24 can control the operating temperature
The water vapour can be sucked into the exhaust-gas stream
of the fuel cell 14, in dependence on the pressure in the 50 of the aircraft engines 58 through, for example, venturi tubes.
cooling channels 17 of the evaporative cooling system 16,
The supplying of water vapour into the exhaust-gas stream of
such that the evaporation of the water flowing by the cooling
the aircraft engines 58 can reduce the pollutant emission of
channels, by the heat of reaction generated by the fuel cell 14
the engines 58. In other respects, the structure and the funcduring operation, is effected in the wet-steam region. As an
tioning of the fuel cell system 10 represented in FIG. 3 coralternative thereto, however, the control unit 24 can also use 55 respond to the structure and the functioning of the arrangethe operating temperature of the fuel cell 14 as a control
ment according to FIG. 2.
variable, and control the pressure in the cooling channels 17
of the evaporative cooling system 16, in dependence on the
The invention claimed is:
operating temperature of the fuel cell 14, such that the evapo1. An aircraft fuel cell system having one or more comporation of the water flowing through the cooling channels, by 60 nents at least partially arranged in a non-pressurized portion
the heat of reaction generated by the fuel cell 14 during
of an aircraft in which it is installed, the system comprising:
operation, is effected in the wet-steam region. The operation
a fuel cell;
of the fuel cell system 10 shown in FIG. 2 can thus be effected
an evaporative cooling system in thermal contact with the
irrespective of the ambient pressure PA and therefore irrespecfuel cell and adapted to absorb and remove heat genertive of the flight altitude of the aircraft. Moreover, a variation 65
ated by the fuel cell during operation of the fuel cell
of the pressure in the cooling channels 17 of the evaporative
through evaporation of a cooling medium to cool the fuel
cooling system 16 renders possible control of the heat transfer
cell;
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a device adapted to sense a pressure in the evaporative
cooling system; and
a control unit adapted to adjust an operating temperature of
the fuel cell in dependence on signals that are supplied to
the control unit from the device for sensing the pressure
in the evaporative cooling system to track a pressuredependent evaporation curve of the cooling medium
such that evaporation of the cooling medium during
ascent and descent of the aircraft, is effected in a wetsteam region of the cooling medium.
2. The aircraft fuel cell system according to claim 1, further
comprising a fuel-cell operating-pressure generating system
generating a desired pressure in the fuel cell, wherein the
fuel-cell operating-pressure generating system is controlled
by the control unit.
3. The aircraft fuel cell system according to claim 2,
wherein the desired pressure generated in the fuel cell prevents unwanted evaporation of substances and/or substance
mixtures present in liquid form in the fuel cell.
4. The aircraft fuel cell system according to claim 2,
wherein the control unit is adapted to control the pressure in
the fuel cell based on one of the operating temperature of the
fuel cell or the signals of the device for sensing the pressure in
the evaporative cooling system.
5. The aircraft fuel cell system according to claim 1,
wherein the evaporative cooling system comprises a condenser for condensing the cooling medium evaporated during
operation of the fuel cell for the purpose of cooling the fuel
cell.
6. The aircraft fuel cell system according to claim 5,
wherein the condenser is an outerskin cooler.
7. The aircraft fuel cell system according to claim 1, further
comprising at least one device for utilizing heat stored in the
cooling medium.
8. The aircraft fuel cell system according to claim 7,
wherein the at least one device for utilizing the heat stored in
the cooling medium is one of a steam heating means, a water
desalination installation or a deicing installation.
9. The aircraft fuel cell system according to claim 1, further
comprising an apparatus for removing the cooling medium to
an ambient environment.
10. An aircraft fuel cell system having one or more components at least partially arranged in a non-pressurized portion of an aircraft in which it is installed, the system comprising:
a fuel cell;
an evaporative cooling system in thermal contact with the
fuel cell and adapted to absorb and remove heat gener-

ated by the fuel cell during operation of the fuel cell
through evaporation of a cooling medium to cool the fuel
cell;
a device for sensing a pressure in the evaporative cooling
system; and
a control unit adapted to adjust an operating temperature of
the fuel cell in dependence on signals that are supplied to
the control unit from the device for sensing the pressure
in the evaporative cooling system to track a pressuredependent evaporation curve of the cooling medium
such that evaporation of the cooling medium during
ascent and descent of the aircraft is effected in a wetsteam region of the cooling medium, wherein the control
unit is configured to control the evaporation of the cooling medium in the wet-steam region of the cooling
medium during ascent and descent of the aircraft by
adjusting an operating temperature of a low-temperature
polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) in dependence on
the ambient pressure.
11. An aircraft fuel cell system having one or more components at least partially arranged in a non-pressurized portion of an aircraft in which it is installed, the system comprising:
a fuel cell;
an evaporative cooling system in thermal contact with the
fuel cell and adapted to absorb and remove heat generated by the fuel cell during operation of the fuel cell
through evaporation of a cooling medium to cool the fuel
cell;
a device adapted to sense a pressure in the evaporative
cooling system; and
a control unit adapted to adjust an operating temperature of
the fuel cell in dependence on signals that are supplied to
the control unit from the device for sensing the pressure
in the evaporative cooling system to track a pressuredependent evaporation curve of the cooling medium
such that evaporation of the cooling medium during
ascent and descent of the aircraft is effected in a wetsteam region of the cooling medium, wherein the control
unit is configured to control the evaporation of the cooling medium in the wet-steam region of the cooling
medium during ascent and descent of the aircraft by
adjusting an operating temperature of a high-temperature polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) in dependence on a pressure generated by a pump or by adjusting
the pressure generated by the pump in dependence on
the operating temperature of the high temperature PEM.
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